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A Note from the Publisher 
 

Hello everybody, 

And Welcome to a Cup of History, this magazine is an effort to bring you history in a 

different “Taste”, history is regarded by most of us a very boring topic even though we 

tend to talk a lot about it without even noticing it.  

Do you remember the countless times you asked your father, mother or grandparents 

to tell you how they met and fell in love? 

You were in search of the story, but indeed you were in search of history. If you find 

yourself asking the questions like “How much did it cost to get a car back in your days?”, 

or how was the king like. Then you are definitely looking for history. 

Here at a Cup of History we will be going to give you a different flavor to history in a 

different and interesting view that will maybe get your curiosity going and at the same 

time become fun for you to read and go through. 

In a Cup of history we will be trying to give you an insight on different parts of the world 

where you will be not be just bound or find information on local Egyptian history but 

also international history. We live in a world so it’s always good to know where they 

come from! 

Enjoy your Read! 

Tarek Refaat 
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A person in history “An apple that sparked a genius”  

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), the founder of the modern Mathematics 
and Physics, one of the foremost scientific intellects of all time. Born at 
Woolsthorpe, near Grantham in Lincolnshire-England, where he 
attended school, he entered Cambridge University then he was elected a 
Fellow of Trinity College and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics. He 
remained at the university, lecturing for many years, during two to three 
years of intense mental effort he prepared (Mathematical Principles of 
Natural Philosophy) commonly known as the Principia. 
 
As a firm opponent of the attempt by King James II to make the universities into Catholic 
institutions, Newton was elected Member of Parliament for the University of Cambridge 
to the Convention Parliament. Meanwhile, in 1696 he had moved to London as Warden 
of the Royal Mint. He became Master of the Mint, an office he retained to his death. He 
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of London in 1671, and in 1703 he became 
President, being annually re-elected for the rest of his life. His major work, Optics, 
appeared the next year; he was knighted in Cambridge in 1705. 

As Newtonian science became increasingly accepted on the Continent, and especially 
after a general peace was restored in 1714, following the War of the Spanish Succession, 
Newton became the most highly esteemed natural philosopher in Europe. His last 
decades were passed in revising his major works, polishing his studies of ancient history, 
and defending himself against critics, as well as carrying out his official duties. Newton 
was modest, diffident, and a man of simple tastes. He was angered by criticism or 
opposition, and harbored resentment; he was harsh towards enemies but generous to 
friends. In government, and at the Royal Society, he proved an able administrator. He 
never married and lived modestly, but was buried with great pomp in Westminster 
Abbey. 

Newton has been regarded for almost 300 years as the founding examples of modern 
physical science, his achievements in experimental investigation being as innovative as 
those in mathematical research. With equal, if not greater, energy and originality he 
also plunged into chemistry, the early history of Western civilization, and theology; 
among his special studies was an investigation of the form and dimensions, as described 
in the Bible, of Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem   

By:Hany Nada 
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People from the world “Ramadan in different colors” 
 

From the green farms of Holland to the crowded markets of Pakistan, 

there is one festival celebrated by thousands of Muslims around the 

world, a festival that lasts for a whole month, Ramadan. Here in Egypt, 

as we look forward to the beginning of this holy month, we eagerly 

anticipate all the festivities of it, the delicious food, the colorful lanterns, 

the late night outings for “Sohour” and of course, the ramadanian TV 

series. But guess what, not all Muslims in the world celebrate Ramadan 

the way Egyptians do. 

In Asian countries like Malaysia and Indonesia, both with a majority of Muslim 

population, bazaars rule the nights of Ramadan. These street shops and night market, 

called ‘ Pasar Malam ', are filled with people selling festive items of all sorts, like  new 

carpets, clothes, bags, nasheed CDs and a wide variety mouth watering food items such 

as Kueh -Mueh (Malay cakes and pastries), Otah-Otah (grilled fish paste in banana 

leaves), cakes, buns, breads, curry, noodles and delicious curry puff pastries. During the 

night, streets are lit up with glittering lights and decorations, giving these cities its much-

cherished ethnic flavor. In near-by Thailand, each family has to slaughter cattle or poltry 

in the first day of Ramadan, however Thai men would not eat from their own house 

made food, but would be given food from neighboring houses, emphasizing the sharing 

spirit of the month. Quran reciters and those who have studied it by heart are honored 

by being carried over shoulders in long parades across the main streets. 

In minor Asia, Iranians receive the early days of the month by decorating the mosques 

and washing their carpets and the supplications in all media are recited in Arabic instead 

of the local Urdu language, while in neighboring Turkey the celebrations take a more 

glamorous spirit as over 77,000 minarets all over Turkish cities are lit from dusk till dawn 

throughout the holy month. In Syria, old traditions are revived, markets are vibrant with 

Ramadan goodies and Storytellers amuse local cafes' audience by folk tales, in a 

tradition that has been passed down from generation to generation for hundreds of 

years. The scene of neighboring countries of Palestine and Iraq would have not been by 

far different, if it weren't for the tough political circumstances that have kept the 

celebrations confined to sharing Iftar tables with families and friends and praying 

Taraweh in local mosques.   

Moving into Africa, where poverty and tough economies would not get in the way of 

making Ramadan a special event. Some countries like Uganda lie on the equator, which 
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extends the daily fasting period into 12 straight hours, since the night and day are 

perfectly equal in length. In other countries, Ramadan is special in other ways. In 

Mauritius, the first night in Ramadan is the most significant, as the 204,000 Mauritian 

Muslims leave their homes and head to the sea shore, holding torches. The celebration 

lasts all night over the sound of drum beats and the lights reflecting on the sea water 

like thousands of stars. In Liberia, where Muslims constitutes only 15% of a 4 million 

population, Quranic  verses and Islamic quotes are carved in famous Arabic ornamented 

style on wooden plates that decorate the streets on lampposts and building walls. 

Before the first day of Ramadan, the appearance of the crescent which would declare 

the beginning of the lunar month is observed, and once it is detected in the sky, Liberian 

men would start playing certain wooden and brass instruments with "Melodies of 

Ramadan" declaring the beginning of the holy month. Every night, they'd do the same in 

celebration for a few hours. The Muslim tribe of "Madinge" becomes a sponsor of 

Ramadan festivities in the country during the holy month by setting up "Iftar" tables in 

the streets every day while women make special food items made mostly made of rice, 

which they then give away to non-Muslim families who share their celebration of the 

month. The "Babaly" is the Librian version of the Egyptian "Mesa7araty", who roams the 

streets of the city a few hours before dawn, banging some plates together and shouting 

out loud with some Islamic songs in order to wake up people for their last meal of the 

day, the "Sohour".  

In most European cities and American states however, where the Muslim communities 

tend to be grouped by their root nationalities, Ramadan is more about tightening family 

bonds and preserving homeland traditions. Families and friends would gather for iftar 

everyday and share traditional food items from Morocco, Lebanon, Egypt, Tunisia, etc. 

each according to their cultural backgrounds. Islamic centers and city mosques play 

quite a big role in reviving Islamic traditions and teachings specially during Ramadan by 

inviting scholars and reciters from Arab countries to make public speeches and to lead 

"Taraweh" prayers every night, while involving the community in charity work during 

the days. 

         By: Shereen Adel 
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History in a photo “Duomo Milano – Italy” 
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Weapon of the day “The Slingshot” 
 

We have all at one point in time attempted to make a slingshot and 
try to shoot at something. However slingshots go way back in time 
and they were used in various and different ways, and were mainly 
the fathers of their larger weapons which are later to be called 
“The Catapult” 
 
The slingshot mainly started as a strap of leather that would be 
held , that can hold a stone and would be turned around in a 
circular motion parallel to the human body or even in a helicopter 
motion above the thrower’s head and then released and this 
required a very skillful warrior to use the slingshot effectively 
because if not he would easily harm himself or his fellow soldiers. 
 
The slingshot developed to be able to throw projectiles at a long range and when rubber 
was invented it became more and powerful giving it a boost to go to longer distances 
and giving the user the ability to more focus and take more time to aim at their targets 
 
When or how did the slingshot appear is an arguable matter as it has references as old 
as David & the Goliath, and has references of use during the Islamic rise in the battles of 
Badr & Uhud.  
 
The slingshot despite we look at it now as a toy for young boys was in fact to be one of 
the tools used during wars and was a key element and experienced throwers were 
considered to be the snipers of their day.  
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En Route  “Paris – The Lego City” 
Hi Folks! My name is Shereen. Four years ago, I packed my packback and set off to 

become a globe-trotter.  In "En Route", you can accompany me on a route across 

the world. So buckle your seat belts! First stop Paris!!  

“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times” 

This opening paragraph of Charles Dickens’ “Tale of two cities”, amazingly sums 

up all my impressions of France, French history and even the modern world as I’ve 

come to know it. But despite the unhappy thoughts about France I had from reading 

Charles Dickens account of the French revolution, as well as the rather unappealing 

account of mischievous lives of Victor Hugo’s characters in “Les Miserables”, somehow I 

grew up fond of the French history and culture. After all, both Egypt and France have an 

intertwining history.  

As an Arab, let alone a veiled one, traveling for the first time outside the Arab region 

and into a post 9/11 Arabophobic world, a trip to Paris was a much wondered upon one. 

Will I face problems in the airport? Will security personnel mistake me for a terrorist? 

Will I be harassed in the streets? A lot of similar questions kept pumping onto my head 

for the whole four hours of flight between Cairo and Paris. However, and to my greatest 

shock, the moment I set foot on the Parisian lands all my concerns and fears vanished 

into thin air, same air that I now have to struggle to breathe-in with the thousands of 

ARABS flooding the Champs-Elysees that summer back in July 2005! Fact hit me that 

Paris is so full of Arabs, dwellers and tourists alike, that I think Napoleon himself 

would’ve felt like an alien here! 

The Champs-Elysees is the prestigious long boulevard that runs down for two kilometers 

between the Concord square where our very own Egyptian obelisk stands, and the arc 

de triumph, the symbolic 49.5m tall structure that marks the huge square named after 

“Charles De Gaulle”. I felt like I’m walking in city stars, only with its floors laid down side 

by side on the ground. On the sides, all the famous brand shop windows dazzle the 

passerby’s eyes with fashionable clothes, extravagant watches, top of the notch glasses 

and fancy perfumes. It’s easy to see why this street in particular has become so famous 

in the Arab world that its name is almost synonyms with France itself!  

I walk down to the arc, get a ticket and struggle my way up the spiral stairs and make it 

to the top of the arc – after collapsing twice on the stone steps out of bad fitness – and 

there it was; Paris, the city of light, lies beneath.  

This is only the beginning; See you next time … (To Be Continued)      By : Shereen Adel 
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Games for your mind 
 

Word Find: Some Arab Capitals 

R O A I F N A M M A N G J B D 

D J L S D L K T U N I S I A A 

R W G L A B U W K I E T O M L 

F X G A M Y N B Q B N T T B G 

P T B M A F M M A H L A J D I 

T R F A S J U I D K C O A O E 

U J W B C A O V D S G D M D R 

T F S A U K T N U T H H Z O S 

R I D D S A R M S G G D K U C 

Q J A N K R A K A N I A C B U 

V O P W C T H B Q T G Y A F F 

O A S T U A K J A L Y I I G C 

H L C D J K Z E J F P R R B E 

H P L R E B O A D U D V O B T 

S M C A S A B L A N C A Q K M 

 

Cairo 

Amman 

Muscat 

Kuwait 

Tunisia 

Casablanca 

Damascus 

Algiers 

Riyadh 

Jakarta 

Islamabad 

Kabul 

Khartoum 

Baghdad 

 

 

 

Find out? 
 

If you are standing facing the South and to your right Lebanon and to your Left is Iraq then you 
are in ? 
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A Cup of History Staff 
 

I would like to take this chance to introduce the magazine Staff: 

 Shereen Adel 

 Ferial Abdelghany 

 Hany Nada 

 Tarek Refaat 

Do you want to regularly receive our monthly magazine? 
It’s EASY! All you have to do is subscribe to our Group by sending a blank email to: 

A_Cup_Of_History_Magazine-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 

Do you want to follow our regular updates?  
You can also find us on Facebook at: 

A Cup Of History Facebook Group 

You can also follow us on the blog: 

http://Cupoh.wordpress.com 

Comments & Feedback 
 

Thank you for Reading “A Cup of History” 

We hope you have enjoyed it 

 

If you would like to post an article or send us your ideas or feedback mail us at: 

ittrefaat@hotmail.com  Have a wonderful day 

 
 

The Team 

mailto:A_Cup_Of_History_Magazine-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=322009691364&ref=ts
http://cupoh.wordpress.com/
mailto:ittrefaat@hotmail.com

